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“A journey with personal statements”

“Untitled (2014-2016)” is a collection of six musical works, written and/or performed 
by Daniela Orvin. Selected and curated by sound-artists Thomas Radam & Benjamin 
Duester, owners of “Gravity’s Rainbow Tapes” label from Berlin. 
“Untitled (2014-2016)” is a musical journey which starts with a dark sound work, 
travels through Ambient, Classical and Neo classical piano pieces, and ends with a 
song, in which Orvin sings in Hebrew. It’s a journey full of personal statements, self 
reflective like fragments from a diary. A diary written in Berlin, and inspired  by the 
same state of mind that influences her atmospheric minimal and minor art. 

Daniela Orvin is a Berlin/Tel Aviv based musician and artist. She was born in Berlin 
and grew up in Ismaning (near Munich) and Herzeliya (Israel) .
She studied art and photography at Westminster University in London and 
“Midrasha” art college, near Tel Aviv. After graduating she co founded “d&a Gallery 
for Contemporary Photography” in Tel Aviv. Exhibited solo shows and participated in 
group exhibitions. Last year, her art works were sold at the Jewish Museum in Berlin. 
Orvin started playing the piano at age six. Since she moved back to Berlin at the end 
of 2012, she has been concentrated in writing her own music. Recently she started 
composing for short films and also wrote music for a documentary made by polish 
filmmaker Kamil Markiewicz, which will premiere later this year in Berlin. Her tracks 
have been broadcasted by Israeli radio stations such as KZradio, Kol Ha’kampus 
(106 FM) and 109 FM. This is her debut release. 

“Untitled (2014-2016)“ will be released as fifty limited edition cassettes by “Gravity’s 
Rainbow Tapes”. The cassettes will include a photo print photographed by Orvin in 
Iceland, and a download code. It will be also available to purchase digitally on 
Gravity’s Rainbow Tapes’ and on Daniela Orvin’s Bandcmap pages. 

Track List for Untitled (2014-2016) :
01_Unmasked
02_Music for Sad Films
03_Draft #3
04_Beethoven- Moonlight Sonata ( Drunk and Alone on Saturday Night Version) 
05_Noend
06_Without Many Words 

website: www.danielaorvin.com 


